
Comments for Planning Application 21/00345/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 21/00345/FUL

Address: Wheatsheaf Yard, The Wheatsheaf High Street Oxford OX1 4DF

Proposal: Conversion of first and second floors to create 9no. student rooms, shared kitchen and

common area. Formation of 2no. front dormers in association with a loft conversion. Removal of

1no. window to front elevation. Alteration to 1no. window and 1no. door to front elevation. Insertion

of 1no. door to front elevation. Provision of bin and cycle stores

Case Officer: Tobias Fett

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Giles Strother

Address: 14 Hertford Street Oxford OX4 3AJ

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Members of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Other - give details

Comment:Loss of much-loved and utilised grassroots music venue.

 

http://musicvenuetrust.com/resources/grassroots-music-pub-gmps-definition/

 

I object to this application on the following grounds:

 

From the Adopted Oxford Local Plan

1.68 Oxford has a rich infrastructure of cultural and social activities and venues, from theatres,

museums, cinemas, galleries, sports and music venues to restaurants and pubs. These uses help

to keep the centres vibrant and active and add greatly to the local quality of life. The Local Plan

seeks to encourage the development of the uses within the city and district centres and protect

them from being lost through redevelopment to other higher land value uses.

 

I urge the planning committee to protect this precious venue from re-development in line with this

statement.

 

Policy V6: Public houses

Planning applications for the change of use of a public house must be accompanied by evidence

to demonstrate that the continuation of the use of the premises as a public house is not viable. It

must be demonstrated that: e) all reasonable efforts have been made to market the premises for

its existing use (refer to Appendix 8.1); and f) all reasonable efforts have been made to support



and improve the operation and management of the business; and g) it is demonstrated that

suitable alternative public houses exist to meet the needs of the local community.

 

This application seeks to change the use of part of this public house, despite its proven viability.

There are very few, and diminishing, alternatives to the music venue that is the Wheatsheaf.

 

Viability Assessment

Operational Considerations:

It is stated that after the re-development of the first floor, "Music would remain a key part of the

facilities". The ground floor could not possibly offer more than some incidental music at an end of

the bar. There would be no ability to operate an entrance fee, which is essential for a small music

venue to succeed. There is a big difference between being able to play over the general hubbub of

a noisy bar with no income, to having a proper room with a cash desk at the entrance so that a

promoter can organise an evening of entertainment with more than one act and an audience who

have shown up and paid to listen.

 

The analysis paints a picture of the first-floor music venue as being superfluous to the successful

running of the pub. One of the strongest statements is that on a live music night, the first-floor take

is £300 compared to the ground floor take of £3000. I believe this is misleading as in my

experience, the first-floor bar is rarely open when I have attended music events, so everybody

goes downstairs to order their drinks. When the first-floor bar is open it is often slow as only one

person serves, and the drinks offer is very limited. Therefore, I would always opt to buy from

downstairs even when the first-floor bar is open. I imagine a lot of people do the same.

 

I do not think that financial viability should be a determining factor. After all that is why we have a

Local Plan that specifically sets out to protect and encourage such venues because there will

always be a more lucrative development that could be applied at the expense of losing the venue.

 

The list of Music Venues in Oxford that is supplied to support the claim that Oxford has 'an

incredibly diverse and abundant music scene' might look extensive to the uninitiated, but if you are

someone that participates in the music scene you will know that most of these venues are in no

way comparable to the Wheatsheaf in what they offer. 'Diverse' it is and becoming less diverse

with the ever-present threat of development. We are still grieving the loss of the Cellar Bar which

provoked a huge outcry and yet planning failed to protect it from higher value land uses.

 

The venues listed are different for many reasons - some only cater to classical or jazz audiences

(Holywell, Jac du Pre, Sandy's), some are too expensive for an unknown band to perform at

(Bullingdon, O2, Fire Station), or too small to be able to put on a proper gig with a cover charge

(Half Moon, Black Swan, Library) or are simply not somewhere that ever puts on music to my

knowledge (Café Baba, Fusion Arts, Joe's Bar, Rose and Crown, Cape of Good Hope).


